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After decades of oppression, hope and light returned to the Kingdom of Gallagh. 
A wanderer from distant lands named Harkados defeated and banished the Red Cabal - Gallagh’s 
cruel, long-reigning oligarchy. Crowned the Paladin King by adoring subjects, Harkados lead Gallagh 
and its people into an age of justice and prosperity. Just the sort of nonsense the forces of evil cannot 
abide.

Considered a hero by filthy commoners, the so-called Paladin King has done little to improve 
the welfare of Gallagh’s hardworking criminals and evildoers. Much of the violent, predatory behavior 
that once flourished under the Red Cabal has been stamped out by the Paladin King’s enforcers. It’s 
enough to make you want to stab somebody and steal their possessions.

To avenge this mistreatment and reclaim their lost power, the exiled members of the Cabal 
sought answers within forbidden tomes, and awoke terrible powers from their timeless slumber. 
Things escalated quickly, and before anyone could really think it through, dire oaths were sworn.

Black clouds moved through Gallagh’s skies with unnatural speed. The sun drowned in a churn-
ing maelstrom, and three champions of the dark powers appeared. 

Goramoth, the Black Knight of Hethbol – a raging volcano clad in blackened armor, roaring 
challenges and crushing adversaries beneath mace and shield.

Mal Asha, the Death Mage – Mistress of the graveborn, and consort to Death itself.

Elandra, the Vampire – Blood drenched murderess, whose wanton appetites have emptied 
entire towns.

Now, these immortal rivals each seek to dethrone the Paladin King and earn the favor of their 
infernal masters.
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In EPIC ROLL: ECLIPSE you and your fellow players take the role of sinister villains, each vy-
ing to be the first to dethrone the Paladin King. Along your journey you must crush the King’s forces 
and thwart your rivals. Only by balancing aggression and caution will you achieve ultimate victory!

GAME CONTENTS
Game Board
Three Champion Dice – Goramoth (Grey), Mal Asha (Bone), Elandra (Purple)
Two Encounter Dice – Basic and Advanced
Two Enemy Dice – Basic and Advanced
One Power Die
One Paladin Die 
Six Champion Tokens (includes Epic Roll champion tokens)
Two glass Health Counters
Thirty Reward Cards
Three Champion Cards
Eight Relic Cards
Instruction Booklet

SETTING UP
1. Select Your Champions

Each player is represented in the game by a champion – Goramoth the Black Knight, Mal Asha 
the Death Mage, or Elandra the Vampire. Champions are chosen at random by drawing tokens from a 
bag or cup. However, if everyone agrees you may instead choose your own champions. Once you have 
drawn or chosen your champion, you receive their corresponding token, die, and card.
2. Ready the Game Pieces

Set out the game board and place each player’s token at the beginning of their storyline.  Place a 
health counter at the “6” on the player health meter. Finally, shuffle the reward cards and stack them 
to the side of the board.

Goramoth Mal Asha Elandra

Basic Advanced Basic Advanced

Champion

Encounter Dice Enemy Dice

Champion Dice

Power Dice

Paladin King
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1. Goramoth’s Starting Position 4. Checkpoint                  7. Player Health Meter
2. Goramoth’s Storyline                 5. Battle Spaces (Advanced)       8. Enemy Health Meter
3. Battle Spaces (Basic) 6. The Paladin King!                 9. Halfling Starting Health

Player progress and health are tracked on the game board. Players follow their own storylines, 
using their champion’s token to mark their position. As you progress along your storyline, enemy 
creatures are fought on each battle space entered. During your turn, your health and the health of 
your current enemy are tracked using the meters along the bottom of the board.

3. Begin Play!
Player order moves from top-to-bottom, with Goramoth taking the first turn, followed by Mal 

Asha, and then Elandra. The first player to reach the end of their storyline and defeat the Paladin 
King is the winner of the game.
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1. Reset Health (and Ready Your Champion)
You begin each turn with full health. Set the health counter to the “6” position on the health 

meter. If using the veteran rules, return your champion card to the ready position (see “The Veteran 
Rules” section).

2. Move Forward
When your turn begins, move your token to the first space on your storyline. You cannot move 

backwards...such cowardice is unbecoming of mighty adventurers!

3. Encounter an Enemy
Roll the basic Encounter Die and place the enemy health counter at its starting value (indicated 

by the creature’s name above the enemy health meter).

4. Fight a Battle!
It’s time to fight! Roll your die and the basic Enemy Die together. The die facings are explained below:

Miss: A blank facing indicates a miss, and has no effect.
Block: A Block prevents all damage from a single source (normally the enemy’s die).
Heal: Restore a point of health. You may not gain health beyond your maximum starting total of six.
Hit: You strike the enemy, dealing a point of damage and reducing the enemy’s health by one.
Critical Hit: A powerful blow, dealing two points damage. Reduce enemy health by two.

MISS BLOCK HITHEAL CRITICAL HIT

THE PLAYER TURN
1. Reset health (ready your champion and relic)
2. Move forward
3. Encounter an enemy creature
4. Fight a battle!
5. Determine the victor
6. Continue on, or end your turn
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MISS HIT
The basic enemy die has only two possible results:
Miss and Hit.

Here are some example rolls, and the outcome of each:

+ =
CHAMPION ENEMY

MISSBLOCK

Garamoth BLOCKS, but Enemy MISSES - No damage.

+ =
HITHIT

Garamoth and Enemy each lose one health.

+ =
HIT

HIT

BLOCK

Enemy HIT is BLOCKED - No damage.

+

+

=

=
MISSHEAL

HEAL

Elandra gains one health.

HIT and HEAL offset, no change in health.

+ =
HITCRITICAL

HIT

Goramoth loses one health. Enemy loses two 
health.
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Once the dice are rolled, resolve each die’s effect in the order you choose, and adjust your health 
and the enemy’s health on the life meters. Continue rolling and adjusting the health totals until either 
you or the enemy loses their last point of health.

5. Determine the Victor
  If the enemy’s health is reduced to zero while you still have health remaining, you emerge from 

the battle victoriously and draw a card from the reward deck. If the defeated enemy was a Dwarf or 
Templar (the toughest creature in each tier), draw an additional card. You may look at your reward 
card(s), but be careful to keep them hidden from the other players.

If you lose your last point of health (even if the enemy loses its last health point on the same 
roll), you have been defeated – return to the beginning of your storyline and discard any reward cards 
in your hand. Your turn ends and control passes to the next player. Tough luck, but you will begin 
your quest anew on your next turn.

Running Away!
If a battle turns against you, you may decide to flee rather than face certain death. If you run 

from battle, the enemy creature gets one last parting attack – roll the enemy die (by itself) and apply 
any resulting damage. If you have at least 1 health remaining, you have escaped – move your token 
back one space and end your turn. However, if the enemy’s roll reduces you to zero health, you are 
defeated – return your token to its starting position and discard your reward cards.

6. Continue on, or end your turn?
After winning a battle you may choose to continue onward or end your turn. If you end your 

turn, keep your current position and pass control to the next player. If you decide to continue your 
turn, advance your token to the next space on your storyline. The Encounter Die is rolled, and a 
new battle begins. As you do not heal until your turn ends, consecutive battles become increasingly 
risky…but may allow you to race out to a lead or catch up with the other players if you’ve fallen 
behind.
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REWARD CARDS
You receive a reward card whenever you defeat an enemy creature (or two cards, after defeating 

a pesky Dwarf or Templar), and you may have up to three cards in your hand. If drawing cards 
causes you to exceed this amount, cards must immediately be played (Heal cards are useful for this 
purpose) or discarded until you have three or fewer in hand. The use and effect of each reward card is 
explained here:

Hit Cards 
Deal 1 point of damage to an enemy. Hit cards can be used 
at any time while you are battling an enemy creature.

Heal Cards 
Restore one lost point of health. You may use Heal cards at any 
time during your turn. Heal cards can even be used when you 
have been reduced to zero health, restoring you to 1 health and 
allowing you to fight on. Heal cards cannot increase your health 
beyond the maximum 6 points.

Block Cards 
A Block card prevents all damage from a single source – usually the enemy die. 
Block cards can be played in response to an enemy’s Hit or Critical Hit (even in the 
case of a Critical Hit, all damage from the die is prevented). Block cards may also be 
used to prevent the damage from an opponent’s ability (see the Veteran Rules)

Counter Cards 
Counter cards can be used at any time to cancel the effect of 
another reward card played by an opponent. Counter cards 
can even cancel out another Counter. For example, if you play 
a Hit card and an opponent plays a Counter to cancel the Hit, 
you may respond by playing a Counter of your own to cancel the 
opponent’s Counter, allowing your Hit card to resolve.
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REACHING THE CHECKPOINT
          The fourth space on each storyline is marked with a banner icon, rather 
than the crossed swords found on the battle spaces. This is the Checkpoint 
space. No battle is fought here, and players may move to the checkpoint after 
defeating the enemy in their third battle space. You may choose to end your turn on the checkpoint, 
or continue onward.

Bolt Cards 
A Bolt card deals 1 point of damage directly to an opposing 
player, and may only be used during an opponent’s turn.

Once used, reward cards are placed in a discard pile next to the reward deck. If you would draw 
a reward card but there are no cards remaining in the deck, shuffle the discard pile, place it face down 
as a new reward deck, and draw normally.

Wildcards
Wildcards are special, multi-effect reward cards. Wildcards can be played as 

one of the two basic cards depicted in its artwork, with the desired effect chosen as 
the card is played.

Clash Cards 
Clash can be played as a 
Hit card or a Block card.

Life Blade Cards
Life Blade can be played 
as either a Hit or a Heal.
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Beyond the checkpoint, you no longer roll the basic Encounter Die or basic Enemy Die – From 
this point on, use the Advanced Encounter Die to determine enemies, and the Advanced Enemy 
Die in battle. This means enemies found in the second half of the game are tougher and capable of 
inflicting greater damage.

During battles beyond the checkpoint, the Power Die is rolled along with your 
champion’s die and the advanced enemy die. On a successful roll (the star icon), the 
power die is “locked in” for the remainder of your turn – set the power die to the side 
as a reminder. For the rest of your current turn (including the roll in which the die 
locked in), enemy creatures are dealt a point of damage each time you roll a designated 
result on your champion’s die. This damage is in addition to the normal effect of the die 
facing (preventing damage or healing, for example):

Goramoth smashes his opponent with his shield – deal 1 point of 
damage every time you roll a block result.

Mal Asha’s skeleton warriors attack! – deal 1 point of damage every 
time you roll a Hit result (that means the enemy takes 2 damage each 
time you roll a hit!)

Elandra drains her enemy’s strength – deal 1 point of damage every 
time you roll a Heal result.

+

+

+

*Experienced Epic Roll players should note that the Eclipse characters’ power die effects are “persistent” 
and work differently than the champions in the original game.
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Goramoth loses one health.

Goramoth loses two health.

Elandra loses two health.

Elandra loses one health.

Mal Asha and the Paladin King each lose two health.

All damage BLOCKED.

Defeat beyond the Checkpoint
Once you have reached the checkpoint, you no longer return to beginning of your storyline 

when defeated in battle. Instead, your token returns to the checkpoint space. You still lose any 
remaining reward cards, just as in the early game.

BATTLING THE PALADIN KING
After defeating the enemy in your sixth and final battle-space, you have reached the end of your 

storyline. You may choose to end your turn to heal up, or bravely enter the Royal Palace to square off 
against the Paladin King. Once you’ve mustered the courage, place your token on the image of the 
King.

The Paladin King uses the advanced Enemy Die, as well as his own Paladin Die (black with 
silver markings). The Paladin Die can result in a Miss, a Hit, or a Block.

Thus, when fighting the Paladin King, you roll four dice together – your champion’s die, your 
Power Die (if your power is not already locked in), the advanced Enemy Die, and the King’s Paladin 
Die. Here are a few examples, illustrating some of the more complex possible results:

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =
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Remember that a Block only prevents damage from a single source. So, for example, if the 
Paladin King rolls Hit results on both the Enemy Die and Melee Die, a Block card or Block die-result 
will only stop the damage from one of the two dice. Likewise, the Paladin King will block the damage 
from either your die or your Power Die (your choice) when Block is rolled on his Melee Die.

You may attempt to run away from the Paladin King as you would any other enemy, retreating 
to the previous space on your storyline. When you are attempting to flee, the Paladin King uses both 
of his dice for his parting attack. As with all battles, if you and the King reach zero health simultane-
ously, you are defeated and return to the Checkpoint.

WINNING THE GAME
The first player defeating the Paladin King is declared the winner of the game. HUZZAH!! 

Upon dooming the kingdom and its inhabitants to eternal darkness, celebrate your triumph with 
suitably evil laughter.

THE VETERAN RULES
Once you’ve played through a game or two, we recommend including these optional rules for 

added fun, strategy, and depth of play.

Your Passive ability provides either a constant effect, or triggers whenever a particular 
condition is met. For example, Goramoth’s Juggernaut ability deals a point of damage to 
the second (and any subsequent) enemy he battles in a single turn. Elandra’s Torpor al-
lows the controller to draw a reward card at the end of any turn in which she is defeated.

Active abilities require the champion to be activated to trigger their effect, and are gen-
erally used during an opponent’s turn. When activating your champion to use an ability, 
turn the card 90-degrees sideways (the spent position) as a reminder that the ability has 
been used. At the beginning of your turn, you must return your champion card to the 
original ready position. Active abilities cannot be used if your champion card is already 
in the spent position.

Additional Champion Abilities
Champions have passive and active abilities, in addition to the power die effect covered in the 

basic rules. These abilities are unique to each champion, and their specific effects are detailed on the 
champion’s card.
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Focused Effects
While Reward cards can be played individually to great effect, their power is enhanced when 

played in pairs. Playing two identical cards together results in more devastating attacks, more potent 
healing, and other advantageous effects. See below for a listing of Focused Effects, and the Reward 
cards required to achieve them.

Crushing Blow: Deal 3 Damage to the enemy creature.

Rejuvenation: Heal 3 damage from your Champion.

Reflect Damage: Prevent all damage from the Enemy Die. In 
addition, the enemy creature sustains damage equal to the amount 
prevented in this way.

Steal Power: Counter a reward card played by an opponent. 
In addition, the countered card is added to your hand, rather 
than being placed in the discard pile.

Death Ray: Deal 3 damage directly to an opposing player.
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Wildcards and Focused Effects
Wildcards can be combined with basic cards (or even other wildcards) to generate Focused 

Effects. For example, a Clash card played as a Hit could be paired with another (basic) Hit card to 
produce a Crushing Blow, or played as a Block together with another Block card, resulting in a Reflect 
Damage.

Countering a Focused Effect
A Counter used against a pair of cards played as a Focused Effect only targets one of the two 

cards - the remaining card’s effect resolves normally. As an example, if a Counter is played against a 
Crushing Blow, one Hit card would be countered, but the second Hit card would resolve and deal 1 
point of damage to the enemy creature.

Relics
Players are able to customize their champion’s strengths and tactics by pairing them with Relics 

–ancient and mysterious vessels of arcane power. 

Choosing Relics
Once all players have drawn or chosen their champions, shuffle the relic cards and place two of 

them face-down on the table, along with an additional card for each player participating in the game. 
For example, if two players are participating in a game, a total of four relics would be drawn. These 
are the available relics for the current game – any remaining relic cards are placed off to the side and 
cannot be looked at or used.

In reverse-turn order (bottom-to-top, beginning with Elandra), each player looks at the avail-
able relics, chooses one, and passes the remaining cards to the next player. Once every player has 
chosen a relic, the two remaining cards are set aside with the other unused relics. Players set their 
chosen relic face-down beside their champion card.

Revealing and Using Relics
At the beginning of your first turn, reveal your relic to the other players. Once revealed, your 

relic’s abilities are available for use. Relics each possess at least one ability (active or passive), printed 
on the cards themselves. As the controlling player, you may activate your relic (turning the card to the 
spent position) to use its active ability. If a relic has more than one active ability, choose which ability 
is  used when activated. As with your champion card, your relic is returned to its ready position at the 
beginning of your turn.
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ALTERNATE GAME TYPES

Team Games
By combining Epic Roll: Eclipse with the original Epic Roll or with another Eclipse set, players 

can join forces and compete as teams.

The two game boards are laid out with the “top” long-edge of one board joining the “bottom” 
edge of the other. Only one set of health counters need be used, along with a single treasure deck. 
(Players may optionally choose to shuffle two treasure decks together, if they prefer more Counters and 
Bolts, and fewer reshuffles of the deck.)

Players are divided into two teams of either two or three players (2v2 or 3v3). Each player con-
trols a chosen champion, with all teammates sharing the same board. The first team’s champions are 
located on the top board, and second team’s champions on the lower board.

Turn order is top-to-bottom, alternating between the two teams. For example, if using Eclipse 
and the original Epic Roll (with the original Epic Roll champions as the top board) - Greff takes the 
first turn, followed by Goramoth, then Orric, Mal Asha, Dara, and finally Elandra. When any player 
defeats the Paladin King or Lich (if the original Epic Roll is being used), that player’s team wins the 
game. High-fives all around!

Playing Cards in a Team Game 
Unlike the standard game, players are able to play Hit, Block, and Heal cards (along with wild-

cards) on their teammates’ turns, as well as their own. Cards always affect the active champion (in 
the case of Heals and Blocks) or the creature being fought (in the case of Hit cards). Goramoth, for 
example, could play a Heal card on the Mal Asha’s turn to heal her for one health, or play a Hit card to 
deal a point of damage to the creature she is currently fighting. Counters and Bolts, of course, may be 
used on any player’s turn as normal. Note that teammates cannot combine cards to generate Focused 
Effects - both cards in the pair must be played by the same player.
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Using Activated Abilities in a Team Game
Some activated abilities – notably Open Your Mind and Life and Death – can target any player, 

not just opponents. Thus, Elandra can use her ability to peek at any player’s hand (friend or foe), and 
while Mal Asha can use Life and Death to harm an opponent and heal their enemy creature, she can 
also use the ability to damage an enemy creature during a teammate’s turn, and heal the teammate as 
well. Who doesn’t love necromancy?! 

Solo Play
When playing Epic Roll: Eclipse solo, you have a limited number of turns to complete your 

quest, and a limited number of “lives”. If you end your sixth turn, or suffer a third defeat before de-
feating the Paladin King, your quest to subjugate the kingdom has been thwarted – welcome to your 
new career as the King’s court jester. Counter and Bolt cards should be removed from the deck when 
playing solo, or simply discard and redraw when a Counter or Bolt is drawn.

For more examples and information, visit summonent.com
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